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IIt's a human's business . . . and be it in style! Ito be what he is . . .
I -- Robert A. Heinlein I
I
.
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Values for a liberal arts college
Conference expresses concern for individuals
By Bill Henley
The Conference on Imperatives
and Goals for the College of
Wooster was concluded Saturday
at a luncheon session, at which
President J. Garber Drushal at-
tempted to summarize the Con-
ference proceedings. Those
earlier
.
proceedings included
addresses by President Drushal,
College trustee Dr. Laura Born-hol- dt
and Harold Hodgkinson,
President of the American Asso-
ciation for Higher Education; but
the most influential portion of the
Conference was apparently the
small group discussions on
"Values for a Liberal Arts Co-
llege". Out of these discussions,
stimulated by the addresses,
came most of the ideas and new
experiences of the Conference.
The twenty small discussion
.
groups attempted to bring the
four major "constituencies" of
the Collegetrustees,
tration, students and alumni-toge- ther
for interaction on a
personal, Individual level.
In his . summary remarks,
President Drushal acknowledged .
the Impossibility of expressing or .
compressing adequately the re-
sults of the groups' discussion
h; L.L .
Pres. Drushal (I to r). Dr. Bornholdt and Mr. Hodgkinson dis-
cuss the values and goals for Wooster. p. Hineman
Students to receive
monthly steak dinners
Rising food costs are not going
to keep the College from serving
steak dinners, according to T.R.
MacDonald, Director of Food
Services on campus. He said
that students should have already
been served a steak dinner, but
the College could not get enough
steaks for all the students be-
cause of the price freeze that was
recently lifted.
According to MacDonald, stu-
dents will get at least one steak
dinner a month this year, and he
speculates he may be able to get
more than that to the students.
Right now, prices for steaks
are skyrocketing, but MacDonald
In a few minutes' talk. He
prom'ed a more complete re-
port, to be compiled and pub-
lished as soon as possible and
to be distributed to representa-
tives of the four constituencies.
But, he said, he and two other
Conference members had man-
aged to put together a "relatively
accurate" brief account of the
results.
President Drushal found that
the main concerns of the various
groups could mostly be placed
within four areas of interest.
' The groups were virtually all
concerned with the College's de-
velopment of the individual, and
of the individual's sensitivity to
his fellows. Students, they found,
should be helped to learn to make
decisions responsibly and inde-
pendently. - Closer student-facul- ty
relationships should be
fostered, and a greater se of
community within the college
should be developed. The "art
of adaptability" . should be
developed. But, also, students
should have the freedom and the
Informed choice to participate
or not in particular aspects of
the College community.
The second largest concern
expressed was that with in-
creased diversity within the
P
said that his supplier told him
that prices will level off in the
near future. "The economic sit-
uation is unstable now, and when
we can get steak more than once
a month, we will serve it," re-
marked MacDonald.
The vegetarian line In the
Lowry dining room has been tem-
porarily discontinued until more
interest is shown for the meals.
Toward the end of spring quarter
last year, only an average of 15
students were taking advantage
of the vegetarian line compared
to much more than a hundred In
-- the first few weeks of the
College; educational diversity,
student diversity, and faculty
diversity. It is imperative, some
stated, not only to develop further
diversity but "to learn to live
with the diversity we've already
got". Other major areas of con-
cern included the flexibility of
College programs, and the cur-
rent meaning of the College's
philosophical and religious com-
mitment.
The President mentioned sev-
eral "new" goals that the groups
came up with, which, If they
were not completely new and
original Ideas, were at least In
need of wider consideration. One
of these was "the Involvement of
alumni in the practical aspects
of education" and the decision as
to just how much "practical",
vocational-typ- e material should
be included In the curriculum.
Another was to establish methods
to "help the student live with
.tension". Yet another was to-brin- g
the campus into firmer
community by such means as the
establishment of an "adviser re-
lationship" between upperclass-me- n
and underclassmen, and the
creation of campus-wid- e activi-
ties to "bring dissimilar people
together". And a need was cited
No more masters
MA T degree discontinued
may be reinstated in future
by Jeff Adair
No longer can a student earn
a master's degree from The
College of Wooster. The short-
lived Master of Arts in Teach-
ing (MAT) program , only in
existence since 1966, is being
phased out by the education de-
partment and the College. The
MAT degree was the only de-
gree beyond the "bachelor's
level offered at Wooster.
According to William Hoffman,
director of the soon-to-- be
defunct program, the College "Is
suspending the program for an
lndeflnate period of time." Wo-
oster may again start the program
in the future. He noted that not
only Wooster is losing its Mat
program, other prominent col-
leges and universities across the
country are discontinuing their
programs for various reasons
also.
The Wooster program is be-
ing phased out primarily because
of a recommendation by the North
Central Association, which in
1967 had given the college pre-
liminary certification for the
MAT program. The association
recommended this year that
either the program be phased
out, or more support should be
given by the College to the under-
graduate education department.
.College officials decided that
at the present time they would
not be able to bolster the under
to make a number of things-teac- hing
methods, convocations,
colloquia, curriculum struc-
ture "more practical" for the
use of the community.
Finally, President Drushal
quickly mentioned many "very
specific" proposals or Ideas
that came from the various
groups. Some of these Included
a proposal for a "senior col-
loquium" on the lines of the
current freshman colloquium;
students structuring their own
programs In a "student-direct- ed
manner"; programs for educa-
tion beyond youth; the require-
ment of "non-payi- ng work
experiences" as part of the col-
lege
. experience, and the
allowance of college credit for
"life experiences"; greater use
of equivalency tests; revision of
the calendar, and possibly an 11-m- onth
program; and the revision
and Improvement of such current
things as placement services,
IFQ, interdepartmental pro-
grams and the honor code.
The President closed his re-
marks by thanking those who
came from long distances to
graduate program enough to
come, in line with the North Cen-
tral Association standards, so
the College -- took" the suggestion
of phasing out the program.
The last student was admitted
to the MAT program in March."
Hoffman said that the entire pro-
gram should be phased out by
June, 1975, the time projected
for the last student, to graduate
from the program. Since the
inception of the program, the
College has been graduating an
average of 25 to 30 MAT stu-
dents a year.
At Wooster, the MAT program
started In 1966 with its first
students being graduated In 1967.
The North Central Association
sent a team to inspect the pro-
gram and gave the program pre-
liminary accreditation in 1968.
The Ohio Department, of Educa-
tion also approved the program
at Wooster.
The preliminary accreditation
by the North Central Association
was to last for.flve years, when
a second Inspection team would
come to evaluate the program's
progress and possibly recom-
mend the regular accreditation.
North Central sent the second
inspection team last January,
and they made their recom-
mendations to the College.
As originally structured, the
MAT program was a graduate
program In education leading to
the degree. MAT students were
attend the Conference, and com-
menting that their dedication
helped give him optimism for
the future of the College.
The Conference representa-
tives In general seemed to be
enthusiastic about its results,
particularly In the discussion
groups. They were particularly
pleased that the four constituency
groups were able to get together
and discuss their concerns In a
productive manner. "The best
part is that we got the four seg-
ments together WITHOUT a
crlsls,"commented trustee J ill
Morris. A student representa-
tive mentioned that she was.
"excited about the amount of
freedom students feel to express
their concerns" (In the dis-
cussion groups), and commented
on the need for more such com-
munication; "There have been
too many good things that stu-
dents have misinterpreted or not
heard about". Dean Doris Coster
said that she had a"thoroughly
stimulating time" at the Confer-
ence. But trustee Bill Vodra
cautioned that the Conference
was a "useful start", but that
"you can't telescope 104 years of
history and much needed discus-
sion into 24 hours."
being prepared to be secondary
school teachers.
There were two plans in the
program, the first being geared
toward teachers with teaching
experience, and the other toward
the liberal arts graduate with no
teaching background. Mostofthe
M KT students were part of the
first category.
Under the first program, a
teacher would come back to col-
lege to pick up some additional
courses In their discipline. Hof-
fman said that most of the par-
ticipants were : teachers from
- schools around the Wooster area,
and he feels that the MAT
program significantly helped the
-- quality of education In the area
schools.
The second program consisted
of students graduating from a
liberal arts college and wanting
to continue Immediately toward
a master's degree. Mostofthe
students In this program were
Wooster graduates.
If taken straight through, to get
the MAT degree, a student would
have to attend four academic
quarters?1
x
.
The education department is
keeping the option to relnstitute
the MAT program at some future
date when the department maybe
able to more closely fit the North
Central Association
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To the Editor
Dear Sir:
As a participant in Wes-
tminster House 1972-7- 3, I
feel called upon to take
issue with a number of
points, stated and implied,
in Stanley Perdue's article
of September 21 titled,
"Come and see a new Wes-
tminster."
If I may paraphrase for a
moment, the message
reads something like this.
Westminister '73 - '74 is
new. There are new people,
new expectations, and
hence, new. goals. There-
fore let us not reapply
such references as; "in-
troverted community,"
"the loners of the south
end," or, "the peaceful
co-e- ds and their mates."
Rather, come and visit us
share thoughts and good
times. In short, know us
before you judge us for
there may be, in reality,
much of worth to share.
All that Is well and good.
It is sound advice to sug-
gest the value of exposing
oneself to a situation be-
fore judging it. On these
grounds then, I charge Mr.
Perdue with a basic co-
ntradictionthat of asking
others not to judge Wes-
tminster '73 - '74 from the
'useless entities' which
were part of Westminster
House in its first two years.
His ensuing quip about the
structural soundness of the
house negating any possi-
bility that previous groups
have been plagued by out-
ward appearance serves to
further substantiate my
contention that, though he
him self had little exposure
to the dynamics of the past
two communities, Mr. Per-
due persists in denigrating
them.
Had he exposed himself
more fully to Westminster
'72 - '73 (and Iwill hence-
forth be referring to thisyear since I lived there
then), I believe Mr. Perdue
would have found numeroirs
similarities between var-'io- us
aspects of this year'vi
and last year's groups.
None of US turned out to ...
be werewolves (a claim he
will be unable to make until
the year's end); nor did we
vironment are urged to attend.
Rides will be provided. ?$her'
tour starts at 3 P.M. - contact
Martha Bo land, box 1187 for more
information.
Other films and speakers will
be announced.
The People's Party is putting
much of its effort into the record
co-o- p. Although the co-- op will
be run as a community effort, it .
was started by People's Party
members. The co-- op is seen as
an example of what community
co-opera- tion can accomplish.
The projected opening date, ac-
cording to Martha Bo land, one
of the co-o- p organizers, is Oc-
tober 15. The co-- op will be
located across from Mom's
Truck Stop in Lowry in what is
now Jhe storage room.
The People's Party Is also
organizing for Cesar Chavez'
United Farm Worker's lettuce
National
the bottom floor of
'phone: 264-123- 4,
.Editor
Managing Editors
.Sports Editor
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cease to "eat, breath, and
converse as other human
beings." We too had "ex-
travagant social gatherings
and liquid refreshments to
calm the' savage beast"(not to mention other tran-
quillizing substances).
Further, many an evening
witnessed the development
of stimulating Intellectual
conversations both among
residents and nonresidents
of Westminster.
I turn now to a more
concrete example of last
year's activities at Wes-
tminister. Though it neverfinally materialized, Wes-
tminister 'was responsible
for an effort to have the
various programmed
houses organize a series
of "fireside" sessions di-
rected particularly at
freshmen. The hope was
that prior to pledging and
the respective hell weeks
freshmen might be con-
sciously encouraged to see
another side of Wooster s
living options. The re--spo- nsejo.our .initial in-
quiries-"" was invariably
tentative. A programmed
Jjouse representative would
:iifor;: time to talk with
housemates about the pro-
posal. - Kollowup calls gen-
erally indicated- - lact of
interest or minimal com
Co-o- p, speakers highlight People's Party plans
The Wooster People's Party
held an organizational meeting
Monday night which set plans for
actions during fall quarter.
Included In these plans are a
series of speakers and films on
a variety of social issues. The
first will be held Monday, Oct.
1. Davla andJaneBarton,former
field workers for the American
Friends Service Committee at
Quang Ngai Hospital in South
Vietnam, will speak on the post-ceasef- ire
situation and political
prisoners. The People's Party
raised over $200.00 last spring
to aid the hospital's efforts.
On Friday, Oct. 5 the People's
Party is sponsoring a tour of
the Ohio Agricultural Research
and Development Center. Oliver
Diller, former director of the
OAR DC will conduct the tour.
The tour is open to the campus
and people interested in the en
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College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials
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National - Advertising Representative:
Educational Advertising Service.
The offices are located on
Lowry Center G-1- 8. Box: 3187;
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Richard Klelbowicz
Helen Ellis, Bill Henley . .
Paul Cope ....... .
outside while letting bis
own uninformed judge-
ments on past years stand
unaltered.
Throughout the article
he makes no attempt to
qualify in any way his as-
sumptions about West-minist- ers
'71 -- ''72 and '72-'7- 3.
In fact, in the firstparagraph he refers to the
I Karen Hurl . ............ Office Manager
Selena Crump .......... Business Manager
I Joe Glgllerano ......... .Advertlsing'Manager
Bobble Brown .... ...... Circulation Manager
boycott. The College Food Ser-
vice Is once again serving Team- -
oisters' Union Lettuce, and the
People's Party has begun a cam-
paign to urge Ted M acDonald,
the food service director, to
switch to UFW lettuce.
The first action in this di-
rection was a People's Party-introduc- ed
resolution which was
passed by the General Assembly
of the Student Government As-
sociation.
.The resolution called upon
MacDonald to stop buying Team-
ster head lettuce and purchase
only UFW lettuce.
Bruce Arnold is organizing
the lettuce boycott in the Wo-
oster community. He is contact-
ing community people in an
effort to get grocery stores to
support the boycott. People are
needed in this effort and can
contact Bruce at Box 1068.
f
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mitment. It soon became
clear that the energy for
such an effort was not pre-
sent and would be difficult
to generate. Efforts like
that go unheralded --t- hat in
itself is not a problem. It
IS, however, a problem
when someone obviously
not in the know refers to
those who did indeed seek
to reach out as "intro-
verted" at best and "use-
less entities" at worst.
A stated criticism I wish
to take to task as well is
the reference to Westmin-
ster of past years as "a
religious haven for mon-
astic encounters with the
spirits of the night." To
the best of my recollection
the only meeting we had that
might be construed in the
above manner was a Jewish
Seder led by Steve Per-kis- s.
That was a full meal
. and an open chance to ex-
perience a religious cele-
bration foreign to most of
us. If it was in any sense
a monastic encounter our
definitions most certainly
do not jibe.
My final point is the lack
of perspective evidenced
in Mr. Perdue's facile
combining of Westminsters
'71-'- 72 and '72-'- 73 into
one. point of reference.Were not these two entire
Finally, the meeting discussed
the projected visit of Dr. Ben-jamin Spock, 1972 Presidential
candidate of the People's Party,
to Wooster during the winter
quarter.
A statement by Spock and
Frank Zeldler, Former Socialist
Mayor of Milwaukee and National
Chairperson of the Socialist Par-
ty, USA, was released to the
VOICE:
"The fall of the popular
unity government of Dr.
Salvatore Allende Gossens
to a military putsch last
week was no accident, but .
the direct result of the
policies of US-bas- ed inter-
national corporations such
as I.T.T. and the US gov-
ernment's support of the
military who overthrew
the elected constitutional
government.
"The growth of support
I for the popular unity gov- -
ernment went from 36 per
cent in 1970 to 44 per cent
I in this year's congression
al elections. One week
before the coup an estimat-
ed one million people
saluted the third anniver-
sary of Allende' s pres-
idency, contradicting the
myth of loss of support for
"
his government pictured by
rhp I IS mprli o
"We call on the US Con- -gress to fully investigate
I the roll of US-ba- sed cor--.
1 ad government
f" J?e?"Cie! rf Chile and otherLaP? American countries
f faction against thosefound criminally responsi- -
ble. We call for an end to
military aid to all these
ly different groups that,
. like the present group, ex-
perienced widely varied
commitments and dynam-
ics? Such generalizations
betray the writer's most
limited knowledge of the
lifestyles of his forerun-
ners. On the basis of these
arguments it becomes emi-
nently clear that Mr. Per-
due should at least qualify
his name calling and, per-
haps better, openly retract
it on the grounds of rumor.
I reiterate that I am in
full support of Mr. Per-
due's call for -- open minds
and communication be-
tween Westminster '73-'- 74
and the college community.
I concede that such an
effort to similarly present
ourselves, '72-'7- 3, may
have been conspicuously
absent. I agree that the
group "this year is indeed
different very different
perhaps. But I cannot ac-
cept that Mr. Perdue should
ask that one standard be
applied in evaluating Wes-
tminster House 1973-'- 74
while he himself so blatant-
ly adheres to such a dif-en- ce
to past communities
that grew out of that living
situation. Sincerely yours,
Jefferson Crosby
lands pending the results
of such an investigation.
"We stand with the Chil-
ean people in their struggle
for democracy and social-
ism and mourn with them
the death of President Sal-
vatore Allende Gossens and
the popular government he
led."
A discussion or panel is being
organized to discuss the Chilean
coup, possibly with some films.
People interested in participating(Faculty, students or anyone else)
can contact Joe Strejnowski, box
2830.
The People's Party has de-
cided In the future to avoid
traditional organizational-typ- e
meetings in favor of bi-wee- kly
workshops. These workshops
will be held on alternating Mon-
days at 9 PM. in the SGA
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Rapping: Is there a conference in your past?
By Chuc
"As some of you know' the
trustee explained, "I have a son
who recently graduated from col-
lege so not all of this is alien to
me."
A realization hacked its way
thru my mind: Honey, I didn't
know about you let alone your
recently graduated son; Now
WHO IS really alienated?
If the Campus Community Con-
ference did nothing else last
weekend, it gotus in touch. There
was something potentially pro-
gressive about encouraging
Alumni, trustees, faculty and
students to "come together" for
a couple days. I say POTEN-
TIALLY for if the process stops
there, if none of the options
opened by the value and Goal
group meetings are acted on
then it will only be "nice knowin
ya," NAD A MAS.
In addition to the Board mem-
bers, our discussion group
included a Wooster graduate(class of '65) who couldn't figure
out why he'd been invited ("I
don't even contribute!") and yet
Kane-Gradua- te
whose demands for justification
of institutions such as COW con-
tinuing were refreshing. "Why
come to a school that costs as
much as Wooster does when you
can receive the same education
at a community college like the
one where I teach?" The ques-
tion is, can- - one get the same
education? And if one cannot,
what is so much better about
Wooster' s DIFFERENCE?
It --was suggested that COW is
an "intellectual conclave" as
well as that it might be a living
lie (in other words not reflective
of "the real world"). Does this
institution provide "too much
diversity" or "not enough re-
sponsible choices." Should we
be more concerned about an
individual's freedom or the sur-
vival of a viable community?
That latter contention in my eyes
has all but perished. I mean not
only did I not recognize the trus-
tee in our group, but its student
leaders were unfamiliar as well
and these were two very together
people (Roy Thomas and Kim
Tapie). What not knowing them
and a lot of other people who
participated proved to me was
that the myth of the Wooster
Family is just that, A MYTH.
People come and go, give'birth
and die here and often we can't
even recall their first names!
That is why one of the values
our group sought to encourage
was a sense of expression and
creative . exchange amongst
Woosterites. -- Otherwise "our"
school could become as fractured
and unrelated as certain com-
mutercommunity colleges (such
as the Wooster graduate teaches
at.)
. Or is that exactly what we do.
want. For in all the confusion
and nonchalance, some have
suggested a definite freedom:
the freedom to be anonymous,
unknown and un-numbe- red.
Perhaps in our quest for -- individual
self-determina- tion we
shall sever .the ties to family,
state and institution alike.
And then what about credits
and grades and off-cam- pus pro-
grams, and what about the fact
that "all the most exciting peo-
ple who come to Wooster seem
to leave," (i.e. Sarah Bohr)?
Take your choice this weekend
By Bob Hetherington
If womanhood is to be
championed on television by the
likes of Billy Jean and her
victory over Bobby's hernia-defyi- ng
act or, in particular,
three hours of Barbara
Streisand on a Sunday evening,
then let us all pine away over
the loss of real femininity on
the tube the likes of Harriet
Nelson and Dale Evans. Incred-
ible as it may seem, many of
the girls I know had given the
"My Man" number in FUNNY
GIRL possession of the National
Tear Duct long before they knew
that love meant never having to
say you're sorry. For the life
of me I can't understand why.
I will grant that Miss
Streisand emerges as a true
star in FUNNY GIRL, but who
wouldn't when every, lens and
filter is trained on her alone,
all the other characters have
their best parts end up on the
editing floor, and when she gets
to sing every single song in the
score. I will further grant that
Barbara's singing voice incor-porates the best of Garland, and
her comic talents are passable,
resulting in sort of a one person
Punch and Judy. But to actually
call her attractive, let alone
beautiful! Come on, ladies! The
whole point of the film is about
a homely girl that makes good.
Truly, a close-u- p of Miss
Streisand is' a terrifying ex-
perience: as the camera moves
in closer and closer you know
how Edmund Hillary must have
felt.
No, I suspect that her success
hinges on the number of women
who can identify with her. Not
the way one identifies with Sophia
Loren, wishing the Impossible
Dream, that one looked even
vaguely as good as she; but the
way one identifies with Barbara,
reaching for the most reachable
star, confident that one looks
every bit as Nbad as she, but can
still get Omar Sharif.
-
I submit that a 399' s worth of
material on film technique could
be assembled by attending the
two features at Mateer this week-
end. As far as CITIZEN KANE
is concerned, I am intimidated
from reviewing what a Sight and
Sound poll of world film critics
voted as the best picture of all
time. There are volumes written
about the film, the most notorious
of which is the recently published
RAISING KANE by the New
Yorker critic, Pauline Kael, and
I recommend her 50,000 word
digression to anyone dedicated
to that kind of trivia. Further-
more, the screenplay is available
in the library, for those movie
goers who still remember what
it was like to read. Though
there are certainly critics who
revere this film to the point of
mumbling grace before" eating
their popcorn and saying "Rose-
bud" instead of Amen, I will at-
tempt to keep my adulation under
control. KANE is surely one of
the finest specimens of cinematic
storytelling that has ever been
thrown on the screen. It abounds
in imaginative 'arrangements of
material and invigorating inven-
tions of cinema syntax and new
camera techniques. Moreover it
is a penetrating scrutinization of
the power urges of a newspaper
tyrant and . political aspirant,
. commonly believed to be William
. 1 .Randolph Hearst. Best of all,
"
and certainly most of all, it has
Orson Welles doing practically
everything, from directing to
acting (thoughfl6t screenwriting,
according to Ms. Kael). Lest
there be any doubt in your mind,
this is one film you should be
embarrassed to miss.
THE GRADUATE, on the other
hand, is one film you have prob-
ably already seen, and perhaps
forgotten about. In that sense,
viewing it again should be nos-talgiac- ally
pleasant, (at least
for the Simon & Garfunkel music).
There are cogent reasons for
referring to this film as one of
the landmark American movies.
First, its arrival in the 1960's
was an index of moral change in
a substantial' change of the Amer-
ican public, at least of an
Could it be that this yard is
not the LIVING-learni- ng center
it proclaims?
These are the problems we
sought ro expose and though to
me some of the solutions were
extremely "out to lunch" (re-
quired chapel for example) some
others at least deserve con-
sideration: more co-- ed housing,
more third world students, more
freedom to choose one's course
of study, hours, and living envir-
onment, as well as an emphasis
on sharing, tolerance, and chal-
lenging lifestyles which would
work to strengthen one's percep-
tion of community.
So now what? That still rests
with those who have the POWER
to "risk" or resist change. The
data has been delivered, the ideas
exchanged and now the action or
inaction must follow. The money
givers want to know what new
systems they're to support the
class-goe- rs want to grasp what
new academic notions they're to
entertain; And my friend wants to
know, "How was it eating in
Kittredge last weekend?"
awakening of some doubts. Sec-
ond, it marked a maturing film
art, at least to the point of
catching up to some of the other
arts, which only goes to say that
seeing THE GRADUATE Is a
completely different experience
than reading the novel. Its dia-
logue is funny, and hip without
rupturing itself in the effort.
The performances are com-
pelling, thanks to the extra-
ordinarily engaging perfor-
mances of Anne Bancroft and
Dustin Hoffman. CInematically,
the directorial style is eclectic
but sometimes heavy handed: for
instance, Mike Nichols uses the
old device of pantomine shot
through "a car windshield after
the convertible top has been
lowered at precisely the moment
when hearing what Elaine and
Benjamin say to each other would
have been helpful in establishing
their intelligence. Though
clearly aimed at the boxoffice,
THE GRADUATE redeems itself
by considering the youth side of
the generation gap without em-
barrassing us into adulthood.
'Goats Head Soup9 tastes good
By Tom Patterson
The new Rolling Stones record,
"Goats Head Soup", has arrived.
I'm excited about that, even if
you're not. After all they are,
the world's greatest rock and
roll band. In the past some of
their new releases have come
very close to completely dis-
appointing me, but somehow I
end up loving them after a while.
This record will be no exception
for me even though I like it
already.
The last Stones effort, "Exile
on Main Street" was fairly good
except for. its poor mixing job.
"Goats Head Soup" has much
better sound quality. All the
Stones turn in excellent displays
of their individual talents. J ag-ger's vocals especially shine.
Some have said that his voice
had been lost, but this perform-
ance proves them wrong.
As always, the lead guitar work
of Keith Richard andMickTaylor
is outstanding and the rhythm
section holds their own. Assis-
tance is contributed by some
excellent session men. Billy
Preston's electric piano style is
recognizable on several cuts.
Backing strings and horns are
subtly arranged throughout.
Lyrics are not spectacular, but
bright in spots. Old themes of
evil and violence in the street
still linger.
"Dancing with Mr. D" opens
the record. Its lyrics return the
Stones to their fascination with
Satanic themes. It Is a strong
consistent boogie. "100 Years
Ago" Is a light happy rocker with
a time change. Vocals are ex-
changed on top of each other in
"Coming Down Again", a well
aiTanged slow song with a rep-Ititio- us
chorus that drags it down
a bit. "Doo Doo Doo Doo (Heart-breake- r)"
is a good solid rock
tune about senseless police vio-
lence. You might be familiar with
"Angle", the album's first
single. It is a soft sorrowful
ballad supposedly directed at
David Bowie's wife Angela. Jag-ge- r8
vocals are truly stunning
on this moving number. Johnny
Winter recorded "Silver Train"
.on his last record. I prefer
Winter's version over the Stones
rendition of their very appealing,
straight ahead rocker.
Some familiar blues strains
are inserted in "Hide Your
Love". It isn't anything they
continued on page four
Pag four
Goats9
continued from page three
haven't done before but
Jagger's piano keeps it in-
teresting. "Winter" is
another soft cut backed with
strings. It is reminiscent
of "Moonight Mile", ef-fecti- vey
creating a very
cold mood. J agger uses
some vocal techniques pre-
viously mastered by thegreat Van Morrison. "Can
You Hear the Music"
comes and goes with the
sounds of east Indian pipes
and bells." It has a very
tribal chant type melody.
The record concludes
with "Star Star", aclassisStones rocker. Originally
given a more descriptive
title, the song's chorus still
contains the ultimate of-
fending word. Although the
use of the word has a cer-
tain amount of shock appeal
to It, the Stones overuse
reminds me of some kids
repeating the word just to
hear themselves. Unfor-
tunately, that means thisgreat song will never be
heard on America's air-
waves.
Make no mistake about it
"Goats Head Soup" is the
Rolling Stones, and the Rol-
ling Stones are the worlds'greatest rock and roll band.
Neil Simon's comedy PLAZA
SUITE will be performed Oct.
5th and 6th in the Painting Arena
of Severance Art Studios (the
old gym).
This newest of the Little
Theatre facilities, loaned by the
art department, will seat approx-
imately 300 and add the element
of theatre-ln-the-rou- nd to the
production.
Each of .the three acts in
PLAZA SUITE revolves around
antics in the same suite of the
Hotel Plaza. "Visitor from
Mamaroneck', the first act, is
directed by Janet Will as herjunior US. This act Involves a
woman who desperately tries to
celebrate her wedding anniver-
sary with little cooperation from
her husband who spends more
time with his business and sec-
retary.
Stan Schutz Is directing "Vis-
itor from Hollywood' the. 2nd
act. Imagine re-visit- ing an old
high school romance who has
ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
Jn --A M One Hour CleaningUntil 4 p.m. Daily
Shirt Service IncUded
booster's One Hour Cleaner's
1855 Beall-Colle- ge Hills Shopping Center
Next to Soars
Daily -- 8 to 8 .m
Phone: 262-665- 1 Set. 8 cm. to 6 p.m.
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Freshman picture book is not a menu
by Stanley Perdue
It has come to attention lately
that the freshman picture book
has not been received from thepublishers. My concern is not
with lateness of the picture book
but with the traditional usage of
the book.
The freshman picture bookhasin the past been depicted as the
"menu". Without very muchimagination you can determine
why it must have been called the
menu. Let us picture in our
minds, a group of healthy Wooster
males sitting around a dorm
room listening to Jethro Tull
and pondering which girl on the
menu is to be the lucky littlepassive coed. As they thumb
through the pages "visions of
sugar plums dance in theirheads," ending with the fright-
ening phone . call or theintentional "bumping into".The very piercing question that
comes to mind is how is it pos-
sible to treat the Wooster fe-
male as if they presented them-
selves on an open meat market.I hold the women here in veryhigh esteem.
The thrust of this article lies
with exposing some common im-
pressions that the male popu-
lace of Wooster has for thefemale Woosterian. The prac- -
MOREON
tices with' the menu are but afew of the many demeaning as-pects of Wooster perpetuatedyear to year without change. I
have, noticed a peculiar situation
that lies in the Physical Edu-
cation program with reference to
women. Somehow the woman
athlete or Jockette, as they
are sometimes referred to, is
considered still to be a fragile
and timid person never able to
come up to the standards of the "
muscle-bou- nd basketball dunk-ing, football throwing, super
athlete.
I have never professed to be
a proponent of Women's liber
ation but I am a proponent ofjustice through equality. Gen-
erally there is an appraisal that
the males at Wooster have, of
the females. It is a kind ofimage that says 'the women are
constantly flaunting their bodiesin front of us so what are we todo, ignore It! Well, there are
a number of different ways ofdealing with this, if it is true.You can begin by thinking that
essentially they are just as you
are and that they are not merely
sex objects to be used at will.Try talking with them on a sen-
sible level, you may even wantto go as far as becoming intel
By Tom Johnson And then came Riggs withThe room had more than the beautiful girls and thethe usual crowd and there Riggs enthusiasm. This
was a humorous expectancy would be some match,in the air. Between Pauncho Billie Jean, the world criesGonzales and Rosey Grier for more. Will they get it?
saying tsofcfcy would win, I The fans wanted more, theyheard various remarks like
"I don't like him" or
"There's no way she could
win". It would be Interest-
ing though, anything with
Howard Cosell had to be.During the commercials.
the bubble gum smacking blue shirt.
siience was oroicen anatnelaughs broke out. It would
be a good night.
When Billie Jean King
came out with the entou-
rage, the house came down.
become a famous Hollywood per-
sonality? Will this romance
be renewed?
Character Mlmsey Hubley
locks herself ln the bathroom
on her wedding day in Act III
"Visitor from Forest Hills"
directed by Pam Pepper. Com-
plications result when the time
of the wedding arrives, and she
remains in the bathroom despite
parental schemes to lure her out.
This play Is Pam's junior I.S.
Nell Simon has gained a wide
reputation as Broadway's top
. comic writer through his plays
THE ODD COUPLE, BAREFOOT
IN THE PART, PRISONER OF
SECOND AVENUE, and THE
SUNSHINE BOYS, currently on
Broadway. Many of these plays
have been made into movies and
THE ODD COUPLE has become
a TV series.
Tickets are on sale now In
Lowry Center. Chair tickets
are 75?; bleacher tickets are
75 f.
Hilrv
Greenhouses
HOUSE PLANTS
FOR YOUR ROOM
438 N. Bever
Wooster
clearest sense of the word.
He has bragged, jagged and
in general been a showman
and was beaten soundly. But
take a few minutes to con-
sider who he is. He is a
fine athlete. He did not quit
7n
lectual about it. Some of you
may say it's difficult, but try it
anyway for your sake.
It seems as though I am con-
stantly pleading with students to
do certain .things in a different
way. On this occassion I am
pleading that some new impres-
sions of the Wooster female be
formed. Some that are going to
change Wooster over the years
to make it a more desirable
place for both men and women.
I am very interested in your
thoughts on this subject. The
VOICE supplies an editorial page
for comments. Write and com-
ment on this article.
Bobby Riggs: "a winner who lost"
got it. Riggs won the secondgame.
Billie Jean won the third
a good match. Billie Jean
4-- 3. Since I don't have the
foggiest notion of how ten-
nis is scored, I'm going to
stop the scoring of the
match and concentrate on
the people here. A guy be-
hind me says he won't sleep
tonight if Bobby loses.
As the end approaches.
tame jean is afcout to win.
and he offered his hand and
held his head high in defeat.
That is the essence of good
sportsmanship.
What can you say about
Billie Jean? She is a fine
competitor and she is a
winner. She fought, and she
played intelligent tennis,
and she won.
More than winning, theygame and Bobby took off the Toseo acorn- - brought a fine game to thewarm up I don't know piete ignoramus like mv-- attention of the Americanmucn aoouc
a
tennis, rjut
w.
ne senRif Butn,r shmt ere still remainV
1 WUAU lltCU IUU1C Hi 111 U1B a few things to be said for
Thp chlTI-hlr-v Tl0H,m vi6tto aim iviiig aiRl nil
2-
-2o n rCosell'lit X I - any tnose of us who are sos daughter do- - wrapped ln matchaing the commenting adds
flavor"to the evening. So
did Bobby3r2 Riggs. Billie
Jean comes back 3-- 3. Itis
Plaza Suite
m
opens Oct. 5th
r-irs- t Riggs. Undoubtedly
the man is a hot dog in the
Girls gathered
trounce Bobby Riggs.
people, a pleasant compet-
itive game. Needless to say
a welcome change.
As for ourselves, I saw
everyman's ego on tie line
with Riggs. It was inter-
esting. The women showed '
that they could do it. For
me (who's apathetic to wo-
men's lib and almost
everything . else) it was
competition and sport at its
finest with a winner and a
winner who lost. Enough
said.
jr. . - . 1 1
iA V
n Holden lounae to watch Billie Jean Kino
wews
P. Cope
7:00 am WCW5 at Dawn with Jon and Polly(News Monitor at 8, 9, 10)(Sports Monitor at 8:30)
10:05 Public Affairs
11:00 News Monitor
11:05 Morning Concert with Bruce
12:00 n News Monitor
12:05 pm Music with Jane, Dave, Tim, Jim and Todd(News Monitor on the hour)
5:00 News Monitor. Sports Monitor-Publi- c Affairs
5:30 Evening Concert(News Monitor at 7:30) .
9:30 Public Affairs
10:00 News Monitor-Spor- ts Monitor-Publ- ic Affairs
Friday, September 23, 1973
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Harlan Ellison coming to shake up COW
By BUI Henley
On Oct. 1, at 8:15 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel, Harlan Ellison
will visit the College of Woos-te- r.
The College of Wooster
will PROBABLY survive Harlan
Ellison; but don't eount on it
absolutely. Harlan Ellison can
be a rather devastating exper-
ience. "
.
Harlan Ellison has tried a
number of occupations. Before
age 18 he worked as, among
many other things, a hired gun
for a wealthy neurotic and a
dynamite truck driver. Later,
he was thrown out of Ohio State
University for suggesting that
his creative writing teacher for-
nicate with himself; became a
member of a Juvenile delinquent
gang for ten weeks, to gather
material for a novel; and was
drafted into the army wherein
he narrowly escaped three court-martia- ls.
But he is primarily
known as a science fiction author
and television writer.
Ellison's science fiction writ-
ing, mostly in the form of short
stories, has helped to change the
prevailing style of science fic-tio- nj
it is marked by heavy em-
phasis on characterization and
human emotion, by intense feeling
on the part of the author, and
lately by increasing experi-
mentation in form and structure.
DANGEROUS VISIONS, the an-
thology edited by Ellison and
published by Doubleday in 1967,
is often considered a science fic-
tion landmark. Its stories, by
authors both famous and (at the
time) unfamiliar, were meant to
break science-ficti- on precedents
and taboos with their unusual
themes and forms. (A second
volume, AGAIN, DANGEROUS
VISIONS, has been published and
a. third is in preparation Elli-
son is probably the most honored
of science fiction writers; he has
won four Hugo Awards (given by
science fiction fans), two Nebula
Awards (given by his fellow SF."
writers) and two Special Achieve-
ment Awards of the WorldScience
Fiction Convention.
Ellison's television script-writi- ng
credits range from
ROUTE 66 and THE UNTOUCH-
ABLES to THE MAN FROM
U.N.C.L.E., THE OUTER LIM-
ITS and STAR TREK (which latter
Illegal solicitors hit dorms
by Susan Graf
Illegal soliciting is a problem
that affects not only college
dorms, but is also a problem in
the cities. Just this week-en-d,
the city of Waster arrested four
illegal solicitors.
However, it is easier for the
students of the College of Wo-
oster to cope with than for
residents of the city. The Col-
lege does its best to verify a
solicitor's credentials, by ask-
ing the company the solicitor
represents to send all available
. brochures and information to the
College. ,Jhe College then checks
with the Better Business Bureau
and other such agencies. The
solicitor is then given author-
ization, in the form of a letter,
from the Dean of Students, per-
mitting him to sell on campus.
Chief of Security Robert Sher--
Catholic group
Collars to
The Roam In' Collars, a quartet
of Catholic seminarians, will re-
turn to Westminster Presby-
terian Church Sunday morning, --
September 30, at 10:30 a.m. in
McGaw Chapel.
This versatile musical group
will lead an ecumenical "agape"
celebration centering around the
theme, "The Movement of the
Spirit." Special lighting and
sound effects will be used during
the service. A readers' theater
will conclude the worship.
. Studying in Washington, D.C
for the Roman Catholic priest-
hood, the Roamin' Collars are
all members of the Paulist
Fathersan adaptable American
community of priests founded in
New York in 1858 and dedicated
to meeting the special religious
needs of each age.
Between classes, these four
young men devote time to lead-
ing music at worship services in
both Catholic and Protestant
churches in the Washington area.
They also conduct liturgical
music workshops as part of their
dedication to the continual renew- - .
al and Improvement of liturgical
or worship music. -
Raised on a grain farm in
Hazelton, North Dakota, Jerry
Bier, 26, is a graduate of North
Dakota State University.
Greg Caiazzo, with . ample
experience in choral music as
well as piano, organ and arrang-
ing, comes from ParkRldge,N.J.
man, advises students to first
ask the solicitor for his letter
of authorization and to then call
Security for a double check,
since the letter could be phony.
Security urges that the student
ask for the letter of authorization
rather than to see the solicitor's
credentials, which could also be
fake.
If a student runs into an il-
legal solicitor, he should call
Security while someone else
detains the solicitor. If that is
impossible, the student should
get a description of the solicitor
and where he's heading next, so
that Security can be waiting for
him when he arrives.
Sherman also said that when
illegal solicitors come, they us-
ually do not come alone, but In
groups of about 10. They cover
the campus as quickly as pos-
sible and then leave. That is
sing again
Helping out as lead guitar, Rich
Blega is a 25 year-ol- d third-ye- ar
student from Perth Amboy,
New Jersey.
Patrick Johnson, business
manager of this and previous
editions of the Roamin' Collars
and now singing with the group,
. comes from Walla Walla,
Washington. He is 27 and also
in his third year of studies for
the ministry.
why it is important that students
call Security as soon as possible,
so that Security can catch the
offenders before they take off. '
It is unknown how many stu-
dents get "taken" by these
solicitors, since the students do .
not report it. Instead, they fig-- '
ure that there must be an error "
on the part of the company.
Sherman hopes that by inform-
ing the students of what to do,
Security will be able to cut down' p
on Illegal solicitations. - 'ulv
"
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show he now despises; it might
be inadvisable for local Trekkies
to ask him how much he loved
writing the adventures of the
star ship Enterprise). He is the
creator and writer of a new
science fiction TV series, THE
STAR LOST, which appears here
Saturday nights at 7 p.m. on
channel 3. He has two awards
' for "MostOutstandingTelevislon
Script" from the Writers Guild
of America, for his work on OUT-
ER LIMITS and STAR TREK.
He has been a television critic
as well as writer; his GLASS
TEAT column appeared for 2 12
years in the' Los Angeles FREE
PRESS (an underground news-
paper), and was collected into a
Store Hours: Friday &
LSWO
Cuffed
Corduroys
$13. 00
Choose from
our large
selection of
solid color
cuffed corduroys.
The pants with
the famous fit,
book which sold 80.00U copies.
He used it as a springboard for
comment on wider social con-
cerns, as well as for sardonic
appraisals of TV's failures and
occasional successes.
Besides his many talents and
achievements, Ellison is also
known for his dedication to his
craft, his quick temper and his
fierce belief In his causes; he Is
NOT known for his tact or gentle-
ness. When aroused, he has been
known to hurl large amounts of
stinging Invective at editors, TV
producers, political figures, fel-
low writers, science fiction fans,
and, upon occasion, his speaking
audiences.
BBOOOOOUUuuOUOOOOUOOBOIWPOPggQOOOOOCT
Choose from
bottle green,
beiae or french
blue. Sizes 28
to 36.
Saturday 9:30 to 9:00 8
v i m
;!
Young Mens Shop - Main Floor
I It Pays to Buy Qualityj
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. want to benefit COW students
Wooster chapter of the Peoples Party met last Tuesday to pre-
pare programs for the fall. r. Kennedy
7- -, t.
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used by professionals in your
field-t- he HP-3- 5 Scientific Pocket Calculator,,
the HP-4- 5 Advanced Scientific Pocket Calcu-
lator, or the HP-8- 0 Business Pocket Calculator.
Hewlett-Packa- rd calculators give you more pow-
er, more accuracy, more storage registers and
more features than ordinary calculators. For
example, the HP-3- 5 gives you up to 10 digit
accuracy, a floating decimal point; and a range
of 200 decades (10 to 10"). The HP-4- 5 alsogives you automatic conversions otters vnn a
choice of fixed or scientific notation, and per
o
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by Sue Tew
Few people may know about
it, but nevertheless, it exists.
This is the amateur, ham radio
station that operates in Babcock
International House. This sta-
tion, run by students Jeff Moore
and Craig Smucker, is in oper-
ation from 6:45-8:- 00 every night,
plus whenever either student has
the spare time to go in and broad-
cast.
Exactly what is an amateur
radio station? Well, the one on
the Wooster campus is composed
of one receiver, one transceiver
3 J .r
Beat the numbers...
The world's first calculators that challenge
computers and fit into your pocket. "
Are you spending too much time solving prob-
lems the old-fashion- ed way with slide rule,
ordinary calculator or paper and pencil?
Solve problems in seconds, with one of the
same calculators
and two transmitters, plus an
aerial constructed by Smucker
and Moore. Going under the call
numbers WB8QPC, Smucker and
Moore can contact almost any
ham radio operator anywhere in
the world. This depends on theionispheric conditions, solar
flares, sun spots, meteor
showers and other atmospheric
conditions. There are differentfrequency bands, each of which
has its own individual character-
istics. The most important
characteristic is the distanceyou can communicate. The an-
tenna may also be turned for
forms register and vector arithmetic. And the
HP-8- 0 is pre-program- med with 3 dozen financialfunctions.
Right now, an HP calculator can help you get
better grades, because it . . .
SAVES TIME in solving problems just press
the keys!
GUARANTEES ACCURACY for fewer mistakes
OFFERS COMPUTER-LIK- E POWER (no wait-
ing for school machine)
REPLACES TABLES AND PAPER-AND-PEN-C- IL
CALCULATIONS
'OPERATES SILENTLY for use in classroom.library or dorm
GOES ANYWHERE (fits in pocket or purse;
weigns Dut 3 ounces)
COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION of the complete line of
ivff icii ra(i(iiy pocitei calculators
College Bookstore
College of Wooster
Wooster, Ohio
HEWLETT PACKARDJgj
Sales, service and support in 172 centers in 65 countries
better reception.
So far this quarter, 27 dif-
ferent countries have been
contacted. Craig recently con-
tracted an outpost on a deserted
Island, an extremely rare occur-
rence. This "ham" was the only
person on the island. He had set
up his equipment to see how many
different stations he could con-
tact.
The station is not open only to
Smucker and Moore. There are
Classes on Sunday and Wednesday
nights at 7:30, so students can
learn more about radio theory
and Morse code. This willhope-full- y
influence students to ' get
their ham radio license. "But?,
Jeff stressed, "you don't need a
license to listen. We got this
started for the school, so the
student body can enjoy it."
Today all students will be get-
ting a radiogram in the mail.
This works on the principle of a
telegram: you fill It out and
take it to the hams. They will
transmit it for .. you, free of
charge. This also goes for phone
calls. The Wooster hams can
contact other- - hams and they can
patch Into telephone lines. Stu-
dents, having a message to relay
can contact the radio operators.
j Ftedwin.
I Jake your move. Get I
I into Pedwin's bump ' I
I toe oxford. It stands tall I
I on a light, but tough, I
I Triton sole and heel. I
I And it goes great with
I flares or baggies. I
I Black patent I479 nnI IZ.UU on black I
I Brown patent I
I Shoe Dept. - Main Floor I
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Booters beat Muskies
By Jeff Moore
The 1973 Fighting Scot soccer
team got off to a good start, last
Saturday, when it travelled to
Mew Concord, Ohio, and defeated
the Muskingum Fighting Muskies
5-- 0.
Although. Muskingum is per-
haps considered the weakest team
on this year's schedule, Wctoster
' still worked hard to play a good
game. Coach Bob Nye praised
the team's overall performance
and noted the improved commun-
ication between players some-
thing noticeably lacking in
Wooster's 3- -2 pre-seas- pn loss
to Cleveland State.
Scoring one goal each for the
Scots was junior All --American
Tom Kazembe, who consistently
"burned" the Muskie defense
with his dazzling display of drib-
bling and ball control, and junior
Don MacRae. MacRae played for
Wooster as a freshman and trans-
ferred to Northwestern his soph-
omore year, where he played
soccer on the club level. Back
at Wooster this year, Don has
landed a starting spot at left
wing where his blazing speed and
powerful shot can be put to good
use.
The big gun in Saturday's line-
up, however, was the senior co-cap- tain
from Verona, N.J., Craig
Levinsky. Levinsky, who took
twenty of Wooster's forty-sev- en
shots, scored three times and
had one assist. The 6'2", 185
lb. center forward harassed the
Muskingum goalkeeper with left
and right foot shots and headers.
One of Levinsky's goals did come
tm a' header from a throw-i- n by"
freshman halfback Gary Davis-so- n.
Taking advantage of the'
narrow Muskie soccer field,
Davis son used his good throwing
ability to pick up the assist
Wooster's defense also shone,
although it was not greatly tested.
Goalie Jeff Crosby, who was out
of action several days last week
with an infected vein in his leg,
played most of the game. Crosby
made one particularly good save
in stopping only seven Muskingum
shots.
The Scot booters are now look-
ing forward to this Saturday when
they take on the Oberlin Yeomen
at 11:00 A.M. on Wooster's Carl
Dale Memorial Field. Wooster
will go into Saturday's game
being ranked fifth in Ohio be-
hind Akron, Cleveland State,
Ohio University, and Bowling
Green. Later on, Wooster
will meet Ohio Wesleyan and
Ashland, currently ranked sixth
and seventh in the state, re-
spectively. Ashland, a real
surprise team so far this year,
was defeated by a s-Tor- e of 2- -1
by powerful Cleveland State
-- last week. Cleveland State
dropped a 3- -1 decision to nation-
ally ranked Howard University
last Saturday. Howard was
runner-u-p to last year's national
champion, St. Louis.
The Wooster J.V.'s will play in
a two-d- ay tournament this Fri-
day- and Saturday at Lakeland
Community College In Mentor,
.Ohio. There they will meet
teams from Lakeland, Kalama-
zoo College, and McCombe. This
will open the 1973 soccer season
for the young Scots.
This past Tuesday, the Scots
played a scrimmage against Kent
State, coming out a convincing
victor by 4-- 0 score. The game
was purely for practice purposes
only. When the Kent state goalie
was injured, Wooster substituted
Evan Reynolds who stopped two
Wooster shots for the Kent State
cause.
Women open season
Two women's varsity sports
are preparing to open their
seasons next week, one inaugur-
ating competition in the new pool.
The volleyball team, coached by
Virginia Hunt, acting director of
. Physical Education, and the wo-
men's swim team, coached, for
the first time as a varsity sport,
by Nan Nichols, open against
tough Ashland squads, in addition
to other competition.
The volleyball team, boasting
eight returning players, five of
them starters on last season's
team, travel to Baldwin-Walla- ce
to meet in a four-w- ay match with
Cleveland State, B.W., and Ash-
land. Senior captain Annie Baird
leads her team into an anxiously
awaited season. Coach Hunt,
returning from a one year leave,
excitedly opened practice on the
first day of practice. In addition
"
to a full varsity schedule, she
carries a JV squad that will per-
mit more players to gain compe-
tition experience this year. The
overall outlook can only be
painted very bright here. The
National AIAW Championships
will be held at Wooster on Decem-
ber 15 and 16, in addition.
. In swimming, Coach Nicholr
forsees what she describes as a
respectable season. Swimming In
a new pool under a new program
should make the team, if any-
thing, feel different. With a squad
of over thirty girls, captained by
Alison Hitchcock and Jane Hart,
the women's program should ap-
pear the largest in past years
if for no other reason than
utilizing a larger facility.
Eleven freshmen join some
twenty upperclass women who
have endured the old program to
make up a team determined to
place Wooster on the map in
swimming. The team opens
against very strong Ashland and
Kent State teams on Wednesday
at 7:00 P.M. to initiate competi-
tive use of our new pool.
With National AIAW Champion-
ships in March and Ohio Cham-
pionships earlier in February,
the girls swim team has one of
the longest seasons in Wooster.
Competition, for the most part,
will be swum at distances from
50 to 200 yards in all strokes
and will also include diving and
relay races.
?
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Dede Lee slaps a shot at the
4--2 win in the season opener.
Hockey opens with win
by Pat Vittum
The Wooster field hockey team
opened the 1973 season last Sat-
urday with a convincing victory
over Ashland, 4--2. The win was
particularly significant because
Ashland held all the apparent
advantages. Wooster's arch-riva- ls
had been practicing twice '
as long as the Scotties and had."LQri Isaacs and Jo Olson, also
the experience of a regular sear
son game. "
The Scotties controlled play
throughout much of the first half,
frequently threatening toWcere.
Ashland scored first, howrejj2Syers
midway through the half JxRe
goal apparently stimufthe
Scotties, who quickly- - tied the
score, 1- -1, on the first of three
goals by freshman center for-
ward Joann Stratton.
The Scotties completely dom-
inated play in the second half,
scoring in the first minute of
play. Ashland brieflvied the
score but the. Scotties responded
--quickly with a goal by sophom
Marj Forbush. Stratton added an
Insurance goal a few minutes
later.
Several Scotties turned in
strong performances in Sat- -
urday's game, Joann Stratton
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TEAMWORK: Scot harriers (left to right) Andy Naumoff, Rick
Day, Dave Brown, and Scott MacDonald pull away from the
competition last Saturday. Mark .Bean and Jay Frick, hidden
in this picture, are only a few steps behind. . p. Cop
Ashland goal in last Saturday's
, R. Legge
scored three goals in her varsity
debut. Marj Forbush, junior Me--lin- da
Weaver, and sophomore
Marti Kaiser added fine support
on the forward line. Freshman
Betsy White and junior Brenda
..Meese played well offensively and
defensively at halfback. Two
second half substitutes, freshman
turned in particularly fine per
formances.
This year's hockey team, led
by Coach Robin Chambers, has
a very new look. Nine of the
who saw action in Sat
urday's match were playing in
their first varsity game. In past
years, Wooster has emphasized
"defense, but the 4- -2 victory may
be an Indication of a new and
potent scoring attack.
Coach Chambers was pleased
with the victory, but she saw
plenty of room for improvement.
However, she attributed some of
the problems to "first gamejitters" and noted a considerable
provement in the level of play Iin the second half.
The Scotties appear to be on I
their way to another successful
season..
f
SPORTS
Kenyon 1:30
OAC Relays
Oberlin 11:00
Kenyon 10:30
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SAVE A LITTLE EVERY MONTH
($10 a month at 5.25 interest : $530.27 in 4 yrs.)
RAVINCR AND LOAN VfifrrMfmrtM rVkhTZ
135 fail UbOTty St
764 8001
Fall golf opens
season Saturday
Fall golf, an unofficial version
of the varsity spring sport, opens
its season at home on the L.C.
Boles . Memorial Golf Course
next Saturday against six Ohio
schools and three Pennsylvania
schools. The team includes
three lettermen from last spring
in Mike McKeon, Steve Bamber-
ger, and Captain John Kneen.
Mike Schneider, Jeff Wiles, and
either Bill McGrew or Chiick
Buzy will fill out the squad.
The team is coached Iby Bob
Nye, but, with Nye coaching soc-
cer, they must assume a great
deal of the responsibility Involved
themselves. Last spring, Coach
Nye's squad walked off with con-
vincing GLCA and OAC title
victories In addition to a 14th
place finish in the NCAA Cham-
pionships. Also, Gary Welsh- -
hans, a senior last year, was
named All-Americ- an.
.
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RESERVATIONS
TKE SMOOTH RAVEL WAT
264-98- 99
!.377 W. Liberty
;
1812 Cl.lnd Rd
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Fighting
by Jon Hull
Last Saturday the Fighting
Scots answered a lot of questions
in a 23-- 6 victory over Ohio Nor-
thern.
In winning their opener, the
Scots survived early ineptitude
and came up with good efforts
from both' the offensive and de-
fensive squads. The game start-
ed poorly enough when, on the
third play from scrimmage, Ohio
Northern Intercepted a badly un-derthr- own
Kevin Dickey pass and
'followed it three plays later with
a 57 yard touchdown run on the
very play that burned ML Union
so many times the week before.
Indeed this bread and butter play
of Northern's was the obvious
call on third and five. The pitch
to the right went to Northern's
speedster Don Thomas and when
John Bohannan came over for
what seemed to be the big stick,
Thomas turned it on full, and the
Wooster safety, badly fooled, was
too late.
After that, however, .the Scot
defense recovered giving full re-
spect to Thomas' speed and did
not allow another point. Bohan-- '
nan himself came back with a
key interception on the Wooster
goal line to foil the last Polar
Bear threat of the game. It
came with the Scots down 6- -3
late in the second Quarter and
Ohio Northern on the Wooster
three yard line. Wooster tiieu .
took the ball 80 yards for a
10-- 6 half time lead which they
never relinquished. The second
half was all Wooster as the Scots
scored in each of the final per-
iods on Jumbo Dillon runs. Ohio
Northern never crossed the
Wooster 40.
The Wooster victory gave some
pleasant answers to some im-
portant questions. First, Woo-
ster seems to have found a kicker
in freshman Bill Huff. Huff hit
on a 33 yard field goal attempt
to give Wooster its first points
and although he had trouble with
extra points (missing one of three
and hitting the uprights twice),
he has shown that he can kick
off better .than Bob Macoritti(Wooster's almost-professio- nal
of last year).
On the offensive unit Ned
Compton showed himself to be
an exceUent deep , threat, catch-
ing four passes for 93 yards
including a 40-ya- rd bomb setting
up the Scots first TD with 23
seconds left in the first half.Quinton "Jumbo" Dillon showed
himself a workhorse carrying
the ball 22 times for 72 yards
Scots sweep tri-me- et
The Cross Country Team
opened its season with a victory
over Ohio Northern and Wright
State last weekend on its home
course. The score was Woo-
ster 15, Wright State 52, Ohio
Northern 59, the lowest score
winning.
The victory was realized,
through a display of teamwork,
a practice rarely associated with
this sport, in which individuals
from one team run with one
another in an effort to quicken
their pace and overall time. The
practice worked well last week-
end as two groups of Scot har-
riers swept the first five places.
Rick Day, Dave M. Brown,
and Andy Naumoff made up the
first group, crossing the finish
line of the five mile course in
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Scots charge to victory
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Jumbo Dillon scores the first of his two touchdowns
Saturday's victory over Ohio Northern University.
and two touchdowns. At the
tailback position, Dave Batchlor
showed himself the superior run-
ner averaging 4.0 yards In seven
carries. After Saturday's game,
he certainly should be the number
one tailback.
The defensive secondary, the
Achilles Heel of recent year's
squads, proved itself too much
for an overrated but neverthe-
less good Polar Bear quarter-
back, forcing him to eat the ball
on several occasions. The after-
noon was marked by good Scot
pass coverage. The defensive
line also looked good against
an admittedly poor power-runni- ng
game. Any final decision
here must wait.
Finally, we come to the
quarterbacking of Kevin Dickey.
Kevin was hurt all his sophomore
year and last year his arm proved
very weak. However, his per-
formance Saturday removed all
doubt about the strength of his
arm. He threw the ball hard and
on occasion deep. Probably the
single most impressive per-
formance of the afternoon was
Dickey's engineering of the Scots
8-p- lay 80-ya- rd drtve for the go
ahead score in the closing sec-
onds of the first half. Dickey
hit five of five here for 85 yards
including a 49-ya- rd bomb to
Compton and a 9-y- ard scoring
toss to tight end Rick Koeth.
For the day Dickey was U of
19 for 154 yards and one TD
against a mediocre Ohio North-
ern defense. Kevin Dickey looked
to be the 1 quarterback withoutquestion Saturday and we can
only hope that his success will
continue when Wooster hits the
28:54." Mark Bean, returning to
action after a year sacrificed to
an injury, accompanied Scott Mac
Donald across In 29:38 to com-
plete the sweep.
Doug Murphy was the next
Scot to finish, crossing in 30:47
for eighth place. Co-capt- ain Jay
Frick was running with the second
group of Scot harriers that helped
account for the shutout when a
knee Injury which has hampered
him recently forced.hlm to leave
the race.
For the most part, the opening
meet times were markedly im-
proved over last year, im-
pressive considering the hot,
humid, and very windy conditions
which prevailed. Coach Bean
could hardly be anything but
V '.'.1 (ir'5'vV ';fn
in last
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hard part of their schedule.
The victory did point out some
weaknesses in the Scot team,
however. First, there was the
punting of Joe Grandad Joe did
get off two punts over 40 yards
and one coffin corner kick, but
overall his kicking was incon-s- is
tant, averaging only 35 yards
per kick. The most glaring weak-
ness however was in breakaway
running. Wooster ran the ball
52 times against Ohio Northern,
but outside of a 12-y- ard run by
Batchlor and an eight-ya- rd
plunge by Dillon, the longest Scot
run was a meager six yards.
Wooster's supposed speedster
Ron Cetovich averaged 1.9 yards
per carry and fumbled three
times.
This lack of speed will put
pressure on the Scots in two
-- ways. First, there will be addi-
tional pressure on the passing
attack. On third and more than
six, Wooster will be forced to
pass and the opponents will know
this. Because of this, there will
be additional pressure to make
at least three yards on first
down to avoid being in such a
hole. This will, unfortunately,
mean a run-it-up-the-mi- ddle
first down play every time in-
stead of some possibly success-
ful variety.
One suggestion here would
be to substitute Bob Rodgers in
passing downs for DiUon since
his extra speed would make the
draw and flare pass viable plays.
In general the Septs could make
good use of flare passes to their
full and wing backs which could
help compensate for an inability
to break for any long runs.
This weekend brings the excit-
ing OAC Cross Country Relays.
In this event, a squad Is broken
Into two-m- an relay teams, five
teams to a school. A team runs
ten miles, alternating so that
each individual has run five sep-
arated mile runs, resting only
as long as his teammate takes
to finish his mile leg. For the
harriers this is perhaps the most
enjoyable, but hardest, meet of
the year. This year the relays
will be competed on the course
at Ohio Wesleyan University in
Delaware. In addition to the
chance to compete at a different
interval, the Scots will also get a
chance to size up their compe-
tition coming later in the season.
Tomorrow the Scots face the
Kenyon Lords. The Lords were
7-- 0-1 last year including a 16-9-vic- tory
over the Scots. This
- year however the Lords have only
a mediocre squad and should!
prove the softest touch of the
season for the Scots. A defense,
which proved adequate for the!
potent Kenyon offense last year, '
must make up for the lack of,
explosion this year. Good pres--
.
sure by the Scots could make it
crack. The Lord offense is
hurting without a quarterback to
replace Handel. The Lords have
traditionally played over their '
heads against Wooster, but the
Scots at home off a resounding
victory should be ready for the I
best Kenyon can dish out.
ATTENTION!
8 WEEKS TIL
Thanksgiving
13 WEEKS 'TIL
Christmas
Have You Made Your
Reservations Yet?
Call:
FLAIR TRAVEL
264-650- 5
or
COME TO SEE US AT
DRIP STICK CANDLES
and Other Goodies !
of
The Gift Corner!
Public Square
JgetitallI
346 EAST BOWMAN ST.
264-61- 17
TOGETHER
Li '
Pay college bills with
PERSONAL 1 CHECKING ACCOUNT
Undergraduates always carry ThriftiChecks for
important school expenses books, clothing,
rent, dues 'cause they're safe, speedy and low
cost. s
Your name is printed on each check free!
NO MINIMUM BALANCE IS NECESSARY
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OUR OFFICE NEAREST YOU.IS AT
1776 BEALL AVENUE
(OPPOSITE THE HOSPITAL)
